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Th. meotin; was called to order at 5.15 p.m.

AGENDA ITEM 1281 PATTERN OF CONFERENCES (A/44/32 and A/44/502; A/43/586, A/44/135
and Add.1 and A/44/22l)

1. Miss FRIESSNIGG (Chairman, Committee on Conferences), introducing the report
of the Committee on Conferences (A/44/32), said that it hod met for the first time
that year as a permanent subsidiary organ of the aeneral Assembly, under its new
t.erns of refennce let out in aenel'al ASIIembly resolution 43/222. At its
organizational session, the Committee had established a biennial progremme of work
whereby items pertaining to meetings were to be cons1dered during the 1989
aubstantive session while questions relating to the control and limitation of
documentation would be discussed in 1990.

2. The drftft calendar of conferences and meetings (A/44/32, annex Ill) reflected
An effort , ~ distribute meetings evenly throughout the year in order to encourage
better utilization of conference facilities and established resources, to limit the
use of costly temporary personnel and to avoid as far as possible the ovel'lapping
of meetings relating to the same sector in the same location. An important aim of
the discussion ha~ been and would continue to be to find the b~st way to enable
delegations to devote sufficient attention to all the meetings that interested
lhel~, which required the timely distributiun of the relevant documentation.

1. It was likely that during the current session of the General Assembly
proposals affecting the calendsr of conferences would os in the past be mRde. The
Committee on Conferences would, pursuant to General Assembly resolution 35/10 A, be
disclIssing such proposals and determining the extent to which meetings could be
added to the draft calendar without causing undue administrative diffic~lties.

4. In the discussions on the draft calendar, some representatives had drawn
attention to the current distribution of conference activities among the
~onference-servicing locations of the United Nations. The Committee had agreed
that the Secretariat sho~ld provide information on that issue for further
<l1Acmssion, including revised versions of document.s cOi.ltaining information on
conference resources, services and facilities within the United Nations.

5. The Committee again had before it the statistics on the utilization of
{~onference services based on a core sample of United Joqations organs thAl had been
meeting on a regUlar basis for the past seven or eight years and, for tho first
t.im~, it had also considered the statistics of the Uni ted Nations Conrerenr'e 011

'rrnde and Development (UNCTAD). The improved utilization of conference servlcAH by
H nloober of bodies had been noted, as had also some instances of relatively low
lltlli~ation. On the basis of the statistics considered, letters had been nddresGed
to 12 bodies urging them to make better use of the conference services available to
them.

6. The Committee hod ~9reed that, although the statistics were useful, thoy did
not always provide the full picture of the overall efficiency of a given hady. It
had made appropriate recommendations on the utilization of conference-servicing
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reBour~os, which were contained in draft resolution A. in the report. In addition,
several recommendations on providing services for informal consultations had been
made (A/44/32, para. 45).

1. It. should also be noted that, et the invitation of the Economic aLd Social
Council, the Committee on Conferences had for the first time that year reviewed the
dla[t ~alendar oC conferences in the economic and social fields, which marked a
"ignJficant Htep towards furthor co-operatiob between t~ose two bodies.

O. In draft resolution a, the Committee had recommended the extension foe a
further year of the ~eriod during which, with a few exceptions, no subsidiary
organs of th~ Gener~l Assembly would receive s~ary records, in anticipation of
more detailed consideration of the matter during its 1990 substantive session. The
Committee had also welcomed with appreciation the decision of the Board of Trustees
of the United Nations Institute f~r Training and Research (UNITAR) to discontinue
its request for summary records.

lI. Pursuant to General Assembly resolution 43/a22 B, the Committee had reviewed a
report of the Secretary-General on recurrent publications of the United Nations and
discussed th~ possibility of introducing certain rules for better control of such
publications. Further information had been requested from the Secretariat on that
1:\[1(1 other Cacets oC the publications progl'amme.

10. In its consideration of the possibility of central planning and co-ordination
u[ all organi1-ational aspects of con!erence servicing, the Committee had noted that
before making a detailed analysis of that question it would await the outcome of
deliberations in the Assembly on the implementation of recommendations 2 and 8 of
t.he Group of High-level Int.erqovernmental Experts to Review the Efficiency of the
Administrative Rnd Financial Functioning of the United Nations (Group of 18).

11. The Commlttee had raviewed an outli~e of the draft medium-term plan for the
period 1992-199" in the area of conference and library services, prepared by the
Department of Conference Services (A./44/32, chap. VII). Many delegations had
oxpressed the view that timetable of meetings of the Committee on Conferences did
not allow it to make the fullest possible input into the consideration of the final
draft oC the medium-term plan. The Committee had therefore decld~o to hold
meetings sarly in 1990 in order to enhance its input into the final draft plan
bAloft:! it WAS discussed in the Committee for Programme and Co-ordination (CPC).

12. The Committee on Conferences hod reviewed the programme performanc" report ur
the Dopartment of Conference Services for 1986-1987. The comments made by members
nf thp. Committee on t.hat report had been r:onveyed to CPC. The Committe l! on
l:onlerences had also reviewed a draft of the report of the Secretary-General on the
implementation of General Assembly resol~tion 42/207 C on equal treatment of the
official languages oC the United Nations, which was currently before th~ Assembly.

lJ. The Committee had also considered an oral Secretariat report on the
applications of new technology to conference servicing. There had been much
emphards on many aspects or the question and great interest in them, including

I . ..
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applications of computer technology, telecommunications, and the establishment of
electronic linkages, in all areas of conference servicing.

14. The Committee had a180 given consideration to the best way of addressing other
areas of its work programme in accordance with its new terms of reference. Special
attention had been given to means of ensurin, an improved co-ordination of
conferences within the United Nations system, including conference services and
(acilitie., and as a fir.t step, the Committee had alked its secretariat to prepare
a detailed report on the current status of co-ordination. In addition, in view of
the fact that the Administrative C~mmittee on Co-ordination (ACC) was also
responsible for matters of policy and co-ordination within the system, she had, as
Chairman of the Committee on Conferences, addr.ssed a letter on its behalf to the
Chairman of ACC requesting comments on the sUbjoct of system-wide co-ordination of
conference activities, as well as information on current or planned practical
arrangements in that area.

15. Similarly, the Committee on Conferencel had discussed the review of the
Department of Conference Services as envisaged by the Secretary-General in his
final report (A/44/222) to the General Assembly on the implementation of resolution
41/213. The Committee had agreed that it should play a role in that review.

16. In conclusion, the basic tenet of working on the basis of consensus was the
willingness of Member Rtates to come to agreements, to find the common ground and
to build from that foundation. The Committee on Conferences had been governed by
its new terms of reference and its report was a summary of what had been
accomplished thus far, as well as an indication of what had be~n started and what
remained to be done.

17. Mr. WXZNER (Under-Secretary-General for Conference Services and Special
Assignments) said it was noteworthy that the Committee on ConferencAs, during its
first year al a permanent subsidiary organ of the General Assembly with expanded
terms of reference, had managed to deal in some detail with how best to fUlfil that
new mandate, as well as with all of the other important items on its agenda
concerning United Nations meetings, documelltation and publication programmes.

18. With the adoption of resolution 41/213, the General Assembly had set in motion
u series of reforms aimed at improving the administrative and financial functioning
of: the Organization. Those reforms had been rendered necessary by, among other
things, the expansion of the United Nations agenda, which had inspired parallel
developments in the intergoverJ~ental machinery and in the level of resource~

required to keep that machinery in motion.

L9. Although the General Assembly had recognized that the managerial and
technological innovations had yielded benefits as a means of rationalizing the
planning and servicing of the calendar of conferences and its related documentation
and achieving a more efficient use of the reduced level of available resources,
other factors had detracted from those benefits. As noted in the report of thf'
Secretary-General on the work of the Organization (A/44/1), the decrease in demand
for conference and documentation servic~s envisaged by the Group of 18 as a r~sult
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of the reforml had not occurred. Few bodiel had decided to I~hedule biennial
rather than annual meeti~g8 or to reduce the duration of their le.lion.. AI a
result, the current calendar of meetings was not lignificantly different from that
which had existed before the reform process began.

20. Recent international developmentl, a he~ghtened awarenell of global
socio-economic and environmental concerns, as well as the inorease in the
Organization's peace-making and p~ace-keeping activities, had demanded greater
support from the Secretariat, not only in terms of subltantive ,ervice. but allo in
terms of confer_nce and administrative services. Three spec!al conferences were
scheduled to ta1'e place during 1990 alone, so that while every effort had been made
to schedule the conferences in the most efficieut way pos.ible, it would be
difficult for the Department to service the meetings programme solely with its
permanent establishment.

21. The review of the calendar of conferencel and me~tingl was a primary talk of
the Committee on Conferencel, al its preparation and ~.mp1ementation were for the
Department of Conference S~rvice.. The calendal rePorelented a quaDtifiable
definition of the Department's wor~··load. As many delegations in the Committee on
Conferencel had come to recognize, the Department of Conference Servicel was in a
unique position yi.-.-~ other areas of the Secretariat in that it had lesl
control over the volume or timing of itl work-load. To compensate, the DepDr.'tment
continually strove to form future programmel of work in which forward-looking
vision and practicality were blended.

22. In that context, the Department was constantly reviewing and alsesling its
co-ordinating mechanisms in order to effect appropriate adjultmentl 10 a. to
utilize :onference resources and facilitiel world wide to their belt advantage.
One of those mechanisms waw the conduct of interdepartmente1 conlultatiuo. for the
purpose of determining meeting dates and venues for intergovernmental or expert
bodies that took into account, on the one hand, the lervicing needs of the bodies
concerned and, on t~e other hand, the physical and budgetary limitations
confronting uonference services. Nevertheless, last-minute me&ting cancellations
or the late submission of documents for processing could make i~ necemsary to incur
overtime or temporary assistance expenditures or result in a was~ ge of resources.

23. The consultative proces3 and refinements in the development and implementation
of the programme of conferences and meetings for 1990-1991 had mude it pOlsible to
design the calendar as a flatter and more even meetings schedule. That
notwithstanding, there still remained peak periods of activity during which the
programme _'as unavoidably above the permanent capacity of conference services and
would, therefore, require expenditures of temporar.y assistance funds. While the
Secretariat had been able to propose a modest reduction in the amount of temporary
assistance for the 1990-1991 bienniurn, the full level of funding requested was
essential to meet the servicing obligations. It should be noted that the approved
calendar of conferences before the Committee was representative of only a part of
the output required of conference services which included ~ome ad hoc consultations
and regional group meetings, such as those of the non-aligned countries and the
Group of 11.
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24. Th. attention of the Committee on Conferenc.s and of the Secretariat must be
focused on the utilization of the resources earmarked for meetings servicing. The
Committee on Conferences continued to review statistical data on the utilization by
a core sample of bodie. and had consulted with the chairmen of thos. bodies whose
utilization factor was below a satisfactory level. The efforts of the Committee
had resulted in raising the overall utilization level to 76 per cent.

25. Added to meeting and docum.ntation servicing responsibilities were the
processing requirements in relation to the Organization's conso}idated publications
programme. The Secretariat was pleasftd to be able to present a report on the
results of reviews undertaken by the responsible intergovernmental bodies in order
to establish the continued usef"lness of such pUblications.

26. The Department of Conf~rGnr.e Services would continue to assist the Committee
in its effort~ to determine ways and means that might e 1ure the optimum
ucillzation of conference facilities and ~erviceB, for it was in the 1990-1991
biennj\~ that conference services would face the full implications of a reduced
staffing force. The inva1ue~le guidance provided by Member States through the
Committee on Conferences, the Advisory Committe. on Administrative and Budgetary
Questions and the Fifth Committee had enabled the Secretariat to examine its
aroninistrative and bu~getary plans and lo assess the past performance of conference
services.

27. At its 1988 and 1989 sessions, the Committee on Conferences had been able to
t"evj~w, respectively, the draft medium-term plan for conference and library
services, as extended through 1991, and the draft outline for the medium-term plan
(or the period 1992-1997. It had also been able to review the performance ~eport

on conference and library servicing activities during the biennium 1986-1987 at its
most recent session. The comments and suggestions offered by the membership on
those occasions would be fully taken into account when preparing the full plan for
review again by the Committee on Conferences and the General Assembly at its
forty-fifth session.

28. For the 1992-1997 medium-term plan period, the main objective of conference
Rnd library ser'flces would be continued efforts to deliver those services in as
responsive, cost-effective and co-ordinated a manner as possible. Given the
p.nhanced role of the Organization in the preservation of i1ternational peace and
Hecurity and the alleviation of a wide range of economic, social, legal and
p.nvironmental problems, an increase in the number of meetings and conference~

during the period of the medium-term plan seemed likely. On the other hand, it:
nhould also be recognized that ongoing studies of the United Nations
intl;!rgovernmental structures and functions in certain areas - most notably in the
oconomic and social sectors - could pote~tially lead to some streamlining in the
dF!mrlnd (or services· Taking those considerations into account, th"! Department of
Conference Services formed the conclusion that its plan should be conceivp.d on thp.
lllislunption that, although the general level of its activities might well balance
uut.. Rt the maintenance of current levels, the concept of the quantity of its
work-load should be regarded as a rather fluid one, which could be affected by many
fActors, most uf which wera well outside the control and domain of the Department.

I • ••
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The Department's concentration would therefore focus on its flexibility and
responsiveness, while ensuring that resources were utilized judiciously. that did
not mean that it would be complacent in the face of problems such as the late
submission of manuscripts or last-minute meeting cancellations. It was the
Department's ambition further to develop co-operation with other parts of the
Organiz~tion, both intergovernmental and within the Secretariat, in tackling such
problems.

29. The ultimate goal of the Department was to continue to provide a cohesive,
cost-effective pool of conference-servicing resources among the various components
of United Nations conference services, while ensuring full respect for the
dpplication of relevant General Assembly resolutions. It anticipated that the
employment of new technologies would facilitate its work and make it possible to
make the best use of resources from the various parts of the world.

30. He hoped, with the support of Member States, to introduce technological
innovations as ~ means of improving methods, conditions and quality of work and
also offsetting the im~act of staff reductions.

31. One of those innovations was the Document Records, Information and Tracking
System (DRITS) which would permit a fast and accurate tracking of documents and
facilitate work-load planning and work-flow management. It was also planned to
introduc~ an integrated, computer-based information system database and network for
meetings planning and servicing and interpretation scheduling, which would
facilitate the preparation of analytical reports and statistics on the provisiol of
conference services for submission to the competent bodies.

32. In the Translatior Division, it was planned to achieve a machine-assisted
translation programme and computer-based reference and terminology systems.
Furthermore, the introduction of ~ptical disc technology was envisaged to permit
full-text storage and high-speed retrieval capabilities. The system would be
linked with the United Nations Bibliographic Information System (UNBIS) developed
by the Dag Hammarskjold Librar}', and was expected to have great potenti~l for gains
in efficiency in the distribution, storage and retrieval of documentation.

:1). Certahl goals in the current medium-term plan had had to be deferred [or lack
o[ sufficient funding. His Department was committed to its automation pla~s,

counted on the understanding of the Committee on Conferences and the Advisory
Committee and hoped to obtain the support of the General Assembly.

H. The Advisory Committee, in the context of its review of the proposed programme
hudget [u( cunfanmce and library services for the biennium 1990-1991, had made
ronstructive obs&rvations. The Secretariat was preparing reports requested by the
Advisory Committee concerning a review of the present situation of conference
Hervices in Vienna. His Department believed in a unified structure for ViennA
c'llllfflrence service and remained dedicated to filling vacant language posts.

J5. At its session in 1988, the Committee on Conferences had briefly discussed the
intention o[ the Secretary-General, announced in his final report on the
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implementation of General Assembly resolution 41/213 (document A/44/222), to
invite, during the biennium 1990-1991, "a fresh outside look to determine whether
the productivity and efficiency of the Department (of Conference Services] could be
further enhanced". He (Mr. Wyzner] assured the Fifth Commi:::tee of the
Secretariat's unwavering determination to rationalize the Department of Conference
Services but pointed out that the Secretariat also needed feedback and input from
Member States. The Committee on Conferences had decided to play a part in the
review referred to in the report in the light of its terms of reference. The
precise role it would play in the exercise would be determined at its
organizational session early in 1990.

36. Referring to the report of the Secretary-General on the implementation of
General Assembly resolution 421207 C on equality in the treatment of official
United Nations languages (doc\~ent A/44/502), he stated that the Secretariat fully
shared the concerns of Member States on that issue and that every effort was made
to continue to ensure that language services were delivered with full respect for
the relevant General Assembly resolutions.

37. In concluding, he remarked that the function of the Department of Conference
Services, as its name indicated, was to provide services and, although not in the
forefront of the Organization's operations, conference services were often viewed
as the pillars of communication in the Organization.

38. Mr. KOJIC (Joint Inspection Unit) introduced the reports of the JIU on
representation of the United Nations system at conferences and meetings (A/43/586
and A/44/135) and observed that one of the reasons for including that issue in the
programme of work of the JIU for 1988 was the fact that the participation of
representatives of the organizations in the United Nations systems at meetings and
conferences had been deficient on several occasions.

39. His study of that problem was pUblished in two parts: Part A (A/43/586)
referred to the United Nations, while Part B (A/44/135) referred to the specialized
agencies. The objective of the reports was to review the existing procedures and
mechanisms in order to recommend ways to increase efficiency and reduce costs,
without discouraging participation as such by organizations in conferences and
meetings, except where unnecessary.

40. In those reports, he had reviewed the legal bases, invitations, procedures and
mechanisms for determining representation, types of participation in conferences
and meetings, financial aspects, monitoring procedures and the possible use of new
technologies. Regrettably, however, the secretariats had not provided precise
financial and statistical information.

41. In theory, all procedures and arrangements for representation at conferences
and meetings should be subject to a systematic process of co-ordinati0n within each
organization and at the system-wide level. In practice, there was much room for
improvement.
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42. At the United Nations, the instructions on staff trave~ to conferences, which
appeared in document ST/FGB/207/Rev.l of the Secreta'y-General, had been revised
while tbe report was being prepared and under that revision the direction and
control functions were centralized, in accordance with the report's
recommendations. In the specialized agencies, there was a wide variety ~f

procedures, and regrettably, no co-ordination. Among his thoughts on harmonization
of procedures and practices, he recommended that invitations be sent only to
Executive Heads. Each secretariat should have a decision-making process to
determine acceptance or refusal of an invitation. The number of participants
should be restricted to the minimum in order to reduce costs, while maintaining
active participation. Reporting on and monitoring of procedures were also
important. Finally, the use of new technologies should be considered.

AGENDA ITEM 121: FINANCIAL REPORTS AND AUDITED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS, AND REPORTS
OF THE BOARD OF AUDITORS (continued) (A/44/S Add.l, Add.3, Add.4, Add.S and Add.7,
A/44/356, A/44/537, A/44/541, A/44/543, andA/44/544)

43. Mr. NASSER (Egypt) said that the Chairman of the Board of Auditors had
indicated that the new format of the reports of the Board respond~d to the request
contained in paragraphs 10 and 11 of General Assembly resolution 43/216. The
General Assembly, however, had asked the Board only to study the desirability and
feasibility of making its reviews more comprehensive and to report accordingly. He
wondered why the Board had proceeded to that more comprehensive examination without
prior notice to the General Assembly. The mandate of the Board, stipulated in the
financial rules. did not allow for any review of the programmatic aspects of the
work of audited organizations and programmes.

44. His delegation wished to know on what legislative authority the list of
programmes and organizations included in the mandate of the Board of Auditors had
been based. and how the Secretariat and the Board had interpreted the terms of
reference in relation to paragraph 10 of resolution 43/216, regarding the auditing
of accounts for peace-keeping operations.

45. In general. the organizations were applying the recommendations of the Board
satisfactorily. It was disturbing, however, that the Board had given a qualified
opinion on the accounts of UNDP for the third consecutive year. The m~?WA had
received an unqualified report. on which it should be commended, especially
considering the special circumstances and needs of its work. A relative
improvement in the case of UNITAR had been achieved and further improvement was
expected. As far as UNDP and UNFPA were concerned, stricter budgetary controls
should be applied. In all the organizations, any ~buse or misuse should be subject
to investigation and disciplinary action.

46. His delegation placed great importance on prudent financial management
throughout the United Nations system and in UNDP in particular. While he observed
with pleasure that six Of the nine concrete problems which brought about a
qualified opinion on UNDP in 1987 had been resolved, he also noted that
deficiencies still existed, and he urged the Governing Council of UNDP to make
every effort to correct those errors. In addition, greater co-operation was needed
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among programmes, executing agencies and governments to better utilize the
resources allocated for more timely execution of programmes, given the pressing
needs of developing countries.

47. Considering the importance of the work of the Board, its reports should be
made available well in advance.

48. Mr. SANGA (United Republic of Tanzania) said that several recommendations and
observations of the Board of Auditors relative to utilization of resources gave
cause for concern, when the efficient use of resources was indispensable to the
implementation of activities of the Organization.

49. The UNDP Administration and Governing Council must address the question of
liquidity, so that available resources could be fully programmed for the benefit of
recipient countries. The inability to utilize such a large accumulation of
resources required an explanation, and UNDP officials should present it to the
Fifth Committee at the current session.

50. Another cause for concern was the delay of some organizations in submitting
relevant material to the Board of Auditors. His delegation agreed with the
recommendations of the Board of Auditors and the Advisory Committee that the
observations of those administrations should be part of the Auditors' Report and
should not be presented in a separate section.

51. With respect to classification of programme costs, programme support and
administrative costs, it should be noted once again that the Board had submitted
comments on that issue. His delegation concurred with the position of the Advisory
Committee.

52. The tendency of some administrations to utilize project funds to establish
posts at Headquarters should be stopped. Any attempt to reduce financial resources
for field projects through the creation of posts at Headquarters should be strictly
controlled.

53. He·hoped that the question of unliquidated obligations would soon be
resolved. His delegation welcomed the recommendations of the Panel of External
Auditors to investigate the extent of abuse in the current practice of obligating
funds and looked forward to receiving more information from the Board of Auditors
in its future reports.

54. The weaknesses noted by the Board in UNRWA called for immediate remedial
action, and its officials should offer explanations to the Committee.

55. His delegation shared the views of the Board and the Advisory Committee
regarding UNITAR. The case of the individual who received $30,000 in the name of
UNITAR indicated that there was a serious problem concerning the receipt and
management of funds. They were also of the same view as the Board and the Advisory
Committee that, in the case of trust funds, no projects should be initiated until
there was firm assurance that funds were available.
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56. M.L PAN~ (Ghana) said that the reports of the Board of Auditors were
intended not only to expose abuses in financial management, but also to improve
planning and execution. The ability of an organization ~o apply resources
exclusively to projects or programmes for which they wex'e budgeted was no greater
reflection of its efficiency than the ability to predict with great exactitude the
resources required.

57. It was reqrettable that the viewo of the Board of Auditors and the Advisory
Committee on the measures of the various administrations to apply their
recommendations had not been mada availabla to the Committee. Consequently, he
could only take notd of the report presented in document A/~4/541 and request the
Board and the Advisory Committee to examine it and report, with f<·commendations, to
the General Assembly at its next session. Ir.. the mean time, his delegation urged
the various administrations to strengthen internal controls to ensure bUdgetary
discipline, and possibly, savings, to the o:ganizations. In that regard, it should
be observed that the practice of issuing allotments for shorter periods, which was
\1tili~ed in the 1986-1987 biennium, and which resulted in savings, could serve as a
mechanism for better and more effective control. Consequently, serious thought
should be given to the possibility of replacing annual allotments by quarterly
allotments, which would also encourage more frequent reviews of expenditure reports.

58. The improvements in the preseiltation of the reports were welcome. The
presentation of a summary of the Board's principal findings and recommendations
which were applicable to all of the organizations facilitated comparative studies
and should be maintained. However, the responses of the administrations should not
continue to be included in the reports. It was not the Committee's role to
determine whether the Board or the administration was right, but rather to seek
ways of formulating policies so as to ensure efficient financial and administrative
management. Administrations should be given the opportunity during the auditing
process and before the issue of the Board's final report to explain their actions.
He noted with concern that some administrations had not been able to submit their
comments on the audit reports or had chosen not to do so. Ha urged them to fulfil
their responsibilities in the future.

59. Once again, the Board had issued a qualified opinion on the UNDP account. In
a situation in which 32.4 per cent of programme expenditure incurred by executing
Rgencies and almost 100 per cent of Government-executed expenditure could not be
Rudited, the Board was justified in its decision. However, it was encouraging to
note that the htr.nnial approach incorpo~ated into the UNDP Financial Regulations
and the establ~w:"nent of an audit unit within the Division for Audit and Management
Review would creat.e the necessary conditions for the complete auditing of programme
ekpenditures of all executing agencies. He hoped that the UNDP Administration
woulu follow up its r~quest to the executing agencies to provide information on
local currency expenditure to permit UNDP to reconcile the balances recorded on
individual projects with its own official records.

hO. His delegation fully accepted the Board's recommendations and strongly urged
t.he Committee to endorse them with a view to thoir early implementation.
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61. On the issue of unliquidated obligations, he shared the Board's view that
compliance with generally accepted accounting principles, based on the concept of
delivery of goods and services, provided the most appropriate guidance. The
practice observed in some field offices of recording unliquidated obligations up to
the unspent balance of allotted funds indicated a casual attitude towards planning
and programming. It was not Eiurprising that "savings" finally resulted from
~ancelled, i.e., unliquidated obligations. Savings should be seen as the
difference between budgetary appropriation and actual expenditure at the completion
of the project or prograr.lmel in circumstances in which goods and services had not
been provided, savings could not accrue. With regard to the recording of
unliquidated obligations as expenditure for the year in which a purchase order was
issued, some flexibility was required. Expenditure should not be recorded when the
purchase order was issued, but when payment was made. It should, however, be
identified as separate from that year's budget appropriations.

fi2. While his dal~gation appreciated the Board's findings and recommendations on
thA scale of projects, it could not fully support them because there were many
different factors to be considered in the formulation of country programmes,
partiCUlarly for developing countries, which were not merely economic in nature.
Furtharmore, both UNDP and the beneficiary States participated in the formulation
of thn programmes. Accordingly, it might be advisable to refer the findings and
T"EH~ommendations to the Governing Council or any other appropriate intergovernmental
body for Curther consideration.

Ill. ThA Board had also expressed a qualified opinion on the United Notions
Pupulation Fund (UNFPA) (A/44/S/Add.?) because of deficiencies similar to those
()b6orved with regard to UNDP. Concerning the failure to delineate between
programm~ and administrative expenditure, he supported the Board's detision to
!.Jutd iCy 1ts opinion, despi te the Adminis trator' s explanations, because he strongly
belleved that serious efforts should be made to delineate between the two kinds of
p.xpenditure so that the cost efficiency of such projects or programmes could be
morp. accurately evaluated.

~4. In the case of the United Nations Institute for Training and Research (UNITAR)
(A/44/S/Add.4), the Board of Auditors had expressed a qualified opinion becaus~ the
[IlH t.. i t.u te I S expendi tures had exceeded allotments by 19 per cent in respect of the
Unneral Fund and by 16 per cent in respect of the Special Purpose Grants Fund, not
counting the programme support. Although the exceeding of allotments did not
n~(:eHBBrily represent unauthorized or un8ppropr~ated expenditure, allotments should
IJP. (~losely monitored in order to maximize cost efficiency.

~ri. While he was concerned about the qualified opinion issued for ~n organiZAtion
likf\ IlNITAR, which was devoted to training al'd research, he was particularl J

"Iilnned at the finding t.hat the Institute was likely to incur substantial losses
rUl' long outstanding receivables and deferred charges for which no records were
ilvAilnble. Several discrepancies in the balances of the accounts had been traced
Iu lapses in accoul!ting control, especially in the reconciliation of aCc0unts. The
only option seemed to be the one recommended by the Board, namely, that the
P()::~~ ib.Le losses should be provided for in the General Fund bUdget. However, it. WnH
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necoBsary for the United Nations to institute appropriate measures to ensure that
officials complied with the Financial Rules and Regulations.

66. H~ ~c~ej with satisfaction that the Board had issued unqualified opinions on
the VOlu1tflfr f"'nds administered by the United Nations High Commissioner for
Refugeeti {TNHCRl (A/44/S/Add.S) and the United Nations Relief and Works Agency for
Palestine Refugees in the Near East (UNRWA) (A/44/S/Add.3), and that both
organizations deserved congratulations. However, he urg~d UNRWA to heed the
Board's recommendation that it should review its financi~l regulation~ with a view
to bringing them into line with Regulation 4.3 of the United Nations Financial
Regulations and Rules and with generally accepted accounting principles governing
the definition of unliquidated obligations. At the same time, UNHCR should pay
greater attention to the recording of overdue pledges and counterpart
contributions, as well as the laps9R ob~erved in procurement, th~ late submission
of projects and the monitoring of expendable property.

67. It was clear that the Committr~ raid a great deal of attention to the Board's
I"f~p(lrts and justifiably so, since ...he administrative and financial efficiency of
the United Nations contributed to the fulfilment of the purposes of the Charter.
However, it was regrettable that many of the findings and recomm~ndations of the
Board were not implemented, so that the same problems re-emerged as a matter of
routine. Vigorous measures should be instituted to ensure accountability in the
administrative and financial management of the Organization. His delegatlon was
ready to contribute to the search for appropriate measures.

fi8. M( •._.. .s.TAr..f.QBD. (Deputy Assistant Administrator, Bureau for Finance and
Administration, United Nations Development Programme) said that UNDP greatly
appreciated the importance of the work of the Board of Auditors, as was shown by
the progress it had made in responding to the Board's comments, particularly on
UlOse issues which had previously led the Board to issue a qualified opinion. In
accordance with its decision 84/40, the Governing Council considered the audit
report each year, and therefore, in June 1990, the representatives of Governments
would have the opportunity to review the report in greater detail, and particul&rly
to review the action taken by UNDP in response to the auditors' findings. The
nuditors would be invited to the meetin<:ts. UNDP would continue to respond to the
findings which were within its purview and would work closely with other United
Nations organizations to respond to the comments wnich affected the system as a
whole.

fiQ. Mention had been made of the fact that UNDP had not provided its comment~ on
thl1 HoarL1's observations prior to the finalization of the report. UNDP had
received the 52-page report on 1 June 1989 and had been requested to respond by
L~ June. The Governing Council had been meeting at the time, and virtually no
Menior staff membe~s had been available to review the report thoroughly.
Accordingly, it had been decided to postpone the review until staff member~ could
qive the report the attention which it ueserved. UNDP, in co-operation with the
lIoard, would attempt to resolve that problem so that its comments coulc~ be
Mubmitted on a timely basis.
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70. Concerning the reference to practices and procedures approved by the Governing
Council and the possibility of tension an~ r.sist~nce affecting relations between
the auditors and the UNDP Admini~tration, he reiterated that the Governing Council
considered the audit report each year, and also discussed UNDP procedures and
practices at length. The Administrator was SUbject to the decisions of the Council
and fully accountable to the Council. The UNDP Administration would continue to
co-operate fully with the auditors as it had done in the past.

71. With regard to the problem of the accounting delineation between programme,
programme support and operating expenditure, the UNDP Administration believed that
problem should be discussed in further detail, so that all parties understood UNDP
practice in that regard. For example, the UNDP biennial bUdqot was called the
"Programme support and administrative services" budget, which could create
confusion. It was also important to state that the total amount in question was
$6 million. $2.5 million under Programme Logistical Support Projects (PLSP) in the
field and $3.5 million under Project-Funded Posts at headquarters. In 1984 PLSP
guidelines had been introduced, and had been explained to the Governing Council.
The biennial bUdget reported the overall extent of those projects world wide.
Effort~ were made to ensure that resident 'epresentatives adhered to those
guidelines and, when possible, that steps were taken to correct abuse,. In the
1990-1991 biennial budget two PLSPs had been regularized after having been
improperly formulated. While the Board of Auditors was of the view that all PLSPs
should be incorporated in the biennial budget, the UNDP Administration believed
that the administrative budget would consequently be charged for costs that were
clearly project-related.

'/2. In 1988 guidelines had been issued on project-funded posts at headquarters and
that policy had been e 'plained to the Governing Council. Internal control
mechan1sm~ had boen eb ,blished to ensure adherence to those guidelines. While the
Board believed that all posts in New York should be included in the biennial
budget, the UNDP Administration believed that certain project activities should be
carried out at headquarters. Many of those posts had been specifically approved by
the Governing Council. Moreover, UNDP had clearly established policies regarding
projec~-funded activities at headquarters and in the field.

'1:\. While the UNDP Administration conceded that there were budgetary discipline
pro!llems, it did not believe that they were of sufficient magnitude to indicate an
overall lack of budgetary control. Part of the problem was that allotments were
I"t!duced to a minimwn in ol"der to use budgetary resources prudently. It should be
Hmphnslzed that, while Rtnffing procedures accounted for 70 per cent of the overall
hudqflt., the 8081"(1 of Auditors had not criticized those proc:edures. UNDP monitorfld
IludqHtary expenditures very closely "nd had never exceeded the biennial
nppropriation that had been accorded by the Governing Council. Moreover, the
i\dministratoT.' had personally introduced the [inanciaJ. rule requiring adheren~e to
nLlotments in order to fORter financial Accounte~ility.

14. As to field offices, various problems were raised, some of which stemmed from
the multiple nature of the activities, while other problems were procedural in
nature and still others resulted from occasional man~gement lapses. In 1989 UNDP
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had made progress with regard to those issues that were amenable to management
intervention. For example, a bUdget-management module had been designed for the
automated field-office accounting system, which would be introduced in all offlces
in 1990 and which included a local obligation element. Moreover, the end-of-year
obligation policy l,ad been reviewed and modified so as to reduce that aspect of the
problem substantially.

75. While the problem was not of the same magnitude at headquarters, a number of
steps had, ~eve~theless, been taken to improve the situationl a Headquarters
Budget Management Manual had been issued1 a computer-based budget-management tool
had been prepared and made available to a number of organizational units1 and a
series of training workshops for unit certifying officers had been conducted. It
was to be hoped that, by late 1989, all budget rnanagers would have access through
the computer system to allotment and expenditure information from the allotment
ledger. As in the case of the field offices, those procedural improvements were
achieved through continuous dialogue between the Budget Section and unit managers
throughout the organization.

16. A few figures should be referred Lo in order to clarify further the situati·,n
regarding budgetary discipline. The total 1988 budget had amounted to
$154.3 million. Allotments in the field had exceeded $520,000, which was less than
0.5 per cent of total allotments. Cost expenditure represented 91 per cent of
allotments in the Regional Bureau for Asia and the Pacific, 92.7 per cent in the
Regional Bureau for Ar.ab States and European Programmes, 99.9 per cent in the
Regional Bureau for Africa and 98.4 per cent in the Regional Bureau for Latin
America and the Caribbean. The overall average was thus 96 per cent.

77. Several speakers had maintained that UNDP had deviated from generally accepted
accounting principles in the recording of unliquidated obligations. Those
principles were usually promulgated by recognized accounting bodies at the national
level in order to harmonlze financial reporting. Initially, they had been designed
Cor the private sector. In 1973 the International Accounting Standards Committee
(rASC) had been established to formulate and publish accounting standards to be
used in the presentation of financial statements throughout the world. The issue
oC the applicability of the international accounting standards to the public sector
WAS under consideration and, while several Governments used the IASC standards as
guidp.lines, to date, international standards for governmental accounting had not
been established. A study carried out by the Inter-American Accounting Association
indicated that 13 of the 23 IASC standards were applicable to government entities.
Howp.ver, it did not c(',nsider the "deBvery" principle to be applicable.

'lR. As indicated in document M44/S::n, a study that had been conduct\3d in the late
LQ70s under the auspices of the Administrative Committee on Co-ordination (ACC) had
concluded thtlt the IASe recommendations could serve as guidelines for the
harmonization of financial statements. However, the organizations had believed
that not all the guidelines were fully applicable. Consequently, it was important
for the accounting principles that had been applied to be clearly explained in the
notes to the accounts.
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19. The Board of Auditors pointed out that UNDP dejarted from generally accepted
accounting principles in the recording of unliquidated obligations for equipment
and subcontracts. That matter had been discussed with the agencies in the meetings
of the Con.ultativ. Committee on Administrative Que.tions (CCAQ). That Committee
believed that the nature and size of tte operation. of the United Nations system
warranted the adoption of a .eparate approach in 80me a.pects of accounting. It
deemed that there were genuine reasons for recording expenditure on the basis of
obligations, rather than on the basis of the "delivery" approach. The points of
delivery for project equipment were dispersed world wide and it WftS frequently
difficult to determine the date of actual delivery. The obligation approach was
the more pragmatic procedure and most of the UNDP exwcuting agencies applied it for
the activities that were financed un~er their regular budgets. It should be
emphasized that UNDP projects represented 40 per cent of technical a•• istance
projects internationally. During the debate, .everal delegation. had .tressed l.10

need to enhance harmonization in accounting practices. If the delivery principle
applied only to UNDP-funded activitie~, such a change would not contribute to that
nim. In 1976, an attempt had b.~n maoe to apply the physical delivery principle in
the case of UNDP. However, it had hae to be abandoned, owing to the practical
difficulties that the agencies had encountered.

no. UNDP shared the concern of the members of the Second Committee about possible
dbuse in the recording of unliquidated obligations, as it was essential for all
resources to be pro~4rly managed and accounted for. UNDP had ~aken note of the
conclusions of the Board of Auditors contained in paragraphs 60-67 of document
A/44/5/~dd.l, had drawn the attention of the financial managers in the agencies to
them and had requested additional clarificationi. Some replies had yet to be
receive<l.

01. At its seventy-first s8s&ion, in September 19~9, CCAQ had recognized the
responsibility of the executing agencies for ensuring that procedure. for the
establishment and validation of obligations had been effective and had not led to
abuse. In view of the importance of that matter and the widespread implications of
uny change in the recording of unliquidated obligations on the United Nations
nystem as a whole, he sugqested that that issue should be taken up ~s part of the
diHcussions on the harmonization or accounting principles that would be held in
cons ul tation wi th the Panel of External Audi tors. .

H2. It was a fact that the Board oC Auditors had issued a qualified opinion,
Ilf!C~f\URe government-executed programme expenditure had "lot been adequately supported
hy Rudited statements. The Governing Council had carefully reviewed the matter at
;1.0 regular session in 1989 and, in its decision 89/61, had urged the Administrator
1.0 t:ontinue his efforts :0 obtain adequate audit coverage of funds that were
dJsbursed by Goverrunents in their capacity as executing agencies.

113. tfNDP was continuing t.O m<1ke every effort to improve the process of accounting
ilnll aUditing for government-executed programmes. Appropriate accounting control
ilnd reporting tlystems for such programme expenditure had been introduced 8S from
1 JRIluary 1989 and the training of project personnel in those syste·.ns was also
beiug undertaken, with encouraging results.
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84. It was also true that only a low percentage of audited statements had been
received for 1988. However, because of the numerous efforts that had been made in
that regard, including the detailed audit guidelines which had already been
circulated to field of£iess and Governments, and the field missions which had taken
place or were planned, aignificant improvements could be expected for 1989.
Nevertheless, all those efforts required the full co-operation of Governments,
without which the reservations might still apply.

R5. A number of delegations had r&ised issues regarding cash management. The
investment policy of UNDP and its level of exposure to exchan~e-rate fluctuations
had been approved by management and the Governing Council of U~DP in 1979, 1985 and
1986. Furthermore, the basis of UNDP's operation had be~n reviewed by the
Ministries of Finance or central banks of some States members of the Governing
Council and UNDP procedures had been ratified at the 1986 session. Those bodies
had not suggested at any time that UNDP procedures ~~re speculative.

Uhf As the representative of France h&d stressed, resources devoted to development
nctlvities were too scarce to be divertod for any other purpcse. For that reason,
the investment and cash management of UNDP had always been extremely conservative
ilnd had been based on long-term trends rather than short-term fluctuations in the
international financial markets. He was ple~sed to acknowledge that the Chairman
of the Ao"isory Committee and the representative of Canada clearly endorsed the
Administration's policies on those matters.

"7. Exchange losses were unavoidable in an organization surh as UNDP, which
operated world wide. U~DP received and disbursed virtually every national
t:urrency. With the aim of minimizing the risks inherent in exchange-rate
fluctuations, every effort was made to match its needs in any currency with
holdings in that currency. That technique could generatA losses of a book nature.
In addition to ~hose holdings, UNDP'~ portfolio of currencies was kept in line with
the lovg-term trends of the major currencies to which it had access.

B8. Competitive bidding for foreign exch~nge or investment transactions formed an
integral part of the policy and practice of UNDP and was only avoided in those
uituations when its use would result in losses to UNDP.

Hq. UNDP did not have any contra~tual arrangement with the banks with which it
transacted business. Its relationship with any bank was based on the bank's
computitiveness, competence and reliubility. In Cact, the external auditors
cummented informally on the fact that. UNDP was working with too many banks.
iusue WflS currently being reviewed, but it had to be borne in mind that UNDP
11J.1l-~lf\t-_fHl on a world-wide scale.

1l0. UNDP I S investment policy was closely linked to events in the financial
mnrkets. However, its primary concern was to ensure the safety, convertibility and
Ilqllidlty oC its CundG, and for that reason it constantly reviewed the basi~ oC
npfll'ol'ion in thi'\t area. I n any event. and in t.he light of the comments of thp
Huditur~, UNDP wOI'~d review and change some aspects of its existing policy to
t'.Iiminnte any am.,.i.guity which might exist.
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91. In r.spons. to conc.rn .xpr.ss.d by the repre••ntativ. of Canada over the
liquidity position of UNDP, he not.d that total un.xp.nd.d g.neral re.ources had
increa.ed in 1988 to '1,002 million. It had to be str••••d, how.v.r, that that
amount included '200 million for the op.rational r••• rve, $25 million tor the
res.rv. for con.truction loan. and '196 million for un.xp.nd.d resource. of
specitic programme. adminiltered by UNOP, such a. co.t .haring, the Sp.cial
Measures Fund for L.ast D.valop.d Countries and gov.rnment cash count.rpart
contributions. The unexpended general resource. of UNDP had amounted to
'581 million, which repr•••nt.d an increa•• of '49 million from the .nd of 1987.
As had b"n indicat.d to the Gov.rning Council in Jun. 1989, if authorized IPF
levels w.re fUlly .xhausted over the balance of the cycl., the balance of
unexpend.d g.n.ral r.sources at the .nd of 1991 would b. nil. In that ev.nt, UNDP
would n••d to r.c.iv••ubstantially 'iner.ased resourc.s or to reduce disbursements
in accordance with available resources. The Governing Council was to review that
matt.r in February 1990, when the level of contribution. tor lq90 would be known
and the impact of exchange-rate changes on UNOP resource. in 1989 would have been
determined.

Q2. Th~ proce•• of budgeting for mUILi-year proj.cts aimed to identify, in a
realistic and reliable manner, the timing, aequence and COlt of d.livery of a
variety of project inputs. In the proceys, account had to be taken of the various
measures requ~red to synchronize vxternal and internal inputs, the likely
variations in the pric.s of specific inputs and the pres.nt and future conditions
in the country.

93. Many projects w.re approved for an initial period of two to three years with
the knowledge that an extension of the assistance might be required and would be
formulated on the basis of the exptirience qained durinq the initial phase. In
general, subsequ~nt budget revisions or extensions should be seen in the light of
that situation, rather than be interpreted as revisions requirAd to accommodate
project cost overruns or implementation delays. Project extensions did not
necessarily signify unforese.n delays in implementation, but could be the result of
a widening of the project's scope or of ~ecisions by the Government, UNDP or the
executing agency to defer certain activities to ensure that all prerequisites were
fulfilled for the satisfactory completion of the project.

Q4. Many of the measures adopted by UNDP over the previous few yea:s had been
geared towards dealing with those aspects. For example, UNDP had recognized the
flAWfi in project design and had introduced a new design, which had been in
operAtion Cor a relatively short time And whose full benefits would not be felt for
nevernl years. The new design should lead to more realistic budgeting. Secondly,
Uw rwcessity to upgrade the skills of UNOP staff had been recognized as a
p~iorltYI to which end extensive training in the design, formulation, monitoring
"ncl eVAluation of projects had be9n instituted and should also bear positive
fftsultG. Thirdly, the resource management processes had been improved considerably
Rnd continuous training in that ~rea should help establish a more realistic
budgeting frwnework. It was planned to introduce a comprehensive programme and
project management system ("Turbo PPMS") in the coming year, which would provide an
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important management tool for the assistance of staff at all levels in the
day-ta-day management of the Programme.

95. As the United States representative had noted, the Governing Council, in its
decision 89/61, had requested the auditors to study current project budgeting
procedures and the request had been sent to the Board of Auditors.

tl6. With respect to consultants, the overall guidelines were being reviewed. The
Administrator had approved a post for a consultant manager and the Division of
Personnel would undertake a full review of guidelines, evaluations, contracLs,
terms of reference, data base, etc. The auditors' report stated that UNDP had
hired 762 consultants in 1988. They had been hired primarily by regional bureaux
to undertake project formulation, monitoring and evaluation missions. Consultants
were also recruited for country-programming exercises, mid-term reviews and
oid-co-ordination purposes.

97. While the duration for a consultancy was already set at the time of
recruitment, the terms of reference could not always be completely coveredl as a
result it was sometimes necessary to extend th~ duration of contracts. UNDP
Collowed the general trend in the modern world of using flexible short-term
6taffing arrangements to keep abreast of advances in technology.

Qa. With regard to the observations by the delegations of Bangladesh and India, he
noted that work was in progress to revise and update staff rotation guidelines,
which would ensure greater inter regional mobility and more movement from
headquarters to field offices.

(Iq. 'rurning to the relationship between the UNDP Division for Women in Development
and the United Nations Development Fund for Women (UNIFEM), he remarked that, while
both bodies shared a common objective, namely, to promote participation by women in
development, their functions were distinct and complimentary. UNIFEM was a project
financing and implementing facility, while the aim of the Division for Women in
Development was to foster the creation of institutions and to ensure that UNDP
continued to respond in its activities to the relevant policies relating to women
in dflvelopment.

100. With respect to the Division of Information, UNDP agreed that a greater degree
of ('o-·ordination of publication and video production should exist and, to that end,
H\\qqEH~tions had been provided by Cl task force. Management was reviewing the scope
i\lHl methods for achieving such co-ordination.

101. Tn response to the comments of the representative of Japan concerning the
.Jlluiol ProCessional Officers (cTPOs) programme, he said that., although some of its
It\£!mbnrs had been recruited into the core staff, the JPO programma was not the sole
nout'ef! for junior-level personnel. The main objective of the programme was to
I,rnvirlfl training in development and many former JPOs held influential positions in
llrpil own count.ries. The 12 posts for inductional training had neither been
t'IHlotIHlc1 by ACABQ nor approved by the Governing Cound 1.
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102. He would be happy to answer any other qu.stions raised by the representatives.

103. ~_GUf1A (India) said that, notwithstanding the response of the UNDP Deputy
Assistant Administrator, certain comments made by the Board of Auditors remained
valid and should be considered by the UNDP Govetninq Council.

104. With respect to the use of consultants in UNDP, he said that the Deputy
Assistant Administrator's response differed from the information in the report of
the Board of Auditors. In its observations on the comments of the Board of
Auditors, the UNDP Administration had said that consultants had been employed in
order to meet work requirements during peak periods. In the Indian delegation's
opinion, the response of the Deputy Assistant Administrator clarified the question
and he hoped that the Board of Auditors would keep the matter under review.

105. Mr. BOUR (France) said that the UNDP Deputy Assistant Administrator's response
was not completely satisfactory. Not only were the explanations very similar to
those of the previous year, but UNDP did not appear to have taken substantial steps
towards implementing the recommendations of the Board which, as a consequence, had
to issue a qualified opinion year after year.

106. With respect to the international school set up in a certain country, the
Board of Auditors had commented in its report that the establishment of the school
had been in violation of various rules. The Administration's response was that the
establishment of the school had been necessary in order to solve certain problems
involving the execution of UNDP-supported programmes. He wished to know, first,
the number of students attending the school, secondly, how many of them were
children of international civil servants and, finally, whether the enrolment
justified keeping the school open.

107. I~CHAIRMAN said, in response to requests from delegations, that copies of
the statements made during the meeting would be provided.

loa. Mx. STAFFORD (Deputy AssistAnt Administrator, Bureau for Finance and
Administration) said, in responr.e to remarks made by the representative of India,
that consultants were employed in accordance with the established rules; in any
case, consultants were used neither as supernumeraries nor to do work which could
be done by the reg~lar staff.

109. With reference to the question raised by the representative of France
concerning the establishment of an international school in Viet Nam, he said that
illlY initiative of that kind was taken through the Governing Council. The school
hml been established in Viet Nam on the basis of information (ram thp- Re~ir.lp.nt

Representative, according to whom certain countries did not have a pool of <:ivll
GervRnts for lack of adequate educational institutions. At present the school had
?~ studentB , of whom 5 were children of United Nations staff members. In order to
balance receipts and expenditures, the school needed to enrol from 10 to 15 more
:;tuclents.
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110. He acknowledged that the establishment of an international school and the
advance of $75,000 granted for it fell somewhat outside UNDP's mandate. At the
same time, without that school there would have been serious educational problems
for the children of staff working in Viet Nam.

111. Mr. GOMEZ (Acting Under-Secretary-General for Administration and Management
and Controller) said, with respect to the international school established in
Viet Nam, that UNDP had kept the United Nations informed on the matter at all
times. The United Nations International School in New York had been asked to
co-operate with the new school so as to ensu~e a certain uniformity in the
curricula for the benefit of the students of the United Nations community. That
situation was not unique: UNDP had on many occasions been obliged to improvise and
innovate. In fact, a similar situation existed in Afghanistan.

112. Mr.~ (India) said that, even though the establishment of the
international school had not been in strict compliance with financial rules, UNDP's
action to support a school facing difficulties iL an area with a great need for
international personnel was commendable. Furthermore, the amount involved was
small.

AGENDA ITEM 127: JOINT INSPECTION UNIT

113. Mr. KOULIK (Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic) said that in his introductory
statement the Chairman of the Joint Inspection Unit had indicated that the Unit
would present five reports in 1989. His delegation had had difficulties, however,
in preparing its statement because it lacked nearly half of the promised
documentation covering, specifically. the remarks of the Secretary-General
concerning the final report on the implementation of General Assembly resolution
32/197 and those concerning the reorganization of the Department of Public
Information. He asked the Secretariat when the missing documentation would be
available.

114. The CHAIRMAN replied that the Secretariat would give all the relevant
information at the next meeting. In accordance with the usual practice, the Joint
Inspection Board reports on the budget were already available. Any delegation
lacking the necessary documentation for its statement could always reserve the
right to speak at a later date.

The meeting rose at 6 p.m.
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